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USPA NEWS - 
Dennis Ward - CEO of Ward Presses honored myself with amazing and unique trophy - in the name of Appreciation for the hard work
and dedication in the Agency Models International. Designed statue of Eiffel Tower sunk in glass has been chosen by Ward Presses
Management. Ceremony had place in Paris. Whole event was connected to awarding Deividas Marcius as a Top International Model
also by the agency.

For me, the whole award night was totally beyond my expectations. First of all I have to admit that I didn't expect myself to be
awarded... This surprise - gorgeous trophy given to me on behalf of Phil Storm, French Celebrity Top Model was a shock I confronted -
of course proudly accepting the honor. Dennis Ward, the owner of the Agency Models International gave the breath holding speech
which was additional golden cherry on the diamond cake I was embarrassed to consume.

I am extremely happy and proud of the achievement as it is fast and strong progress for me. Becoming international model at the end
of last year - I have to say impacted my life with tremendous positive changes which took place. I value very unique and authentic
relationship with all of management of AMI.

Dreams are becoming true through passion, focus, humbleness and faith. It is just the first step but I have to say I am able to reach the
dreams now with Agency Models International. I feel fulfilled myself because of the progress I made and I would like to thank creators
of this opportunity: Dennis, Deividas, Marc and Jeff who are always on duty and leading outstanding venue professionally and same
time with huge heart.
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